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Guidance for *FALL EQUINOX*: The MidPoint ~ Annual Integration 
What will assist the assessments & assimilation (of last 6-9 months), and help 

you eliminate the non-essential, while stabilizing that which is vital? 
       

The *Fall Equinox* Reading is usually done Annually in Sept/Oct for the Integration & 
Stabilization of the Current Year. However, it can be done for clarity at the MidPoint of ANY 
cycle you are working with. Fall Equinox brings the check-point for our Spring Equinox goals or 
intentions. MidPoints are the strongest 'course correction' times, so use this time to assess the 
last 6-9 months, correct any imbalances & release the non-essential so you can close the year 
strong! The primary function of this reading is to offer support & guidance on this year's MidPoint.  

• 1 ~ INTEGRATION / Choose Goal or Focus ~EXPERIENCING~ 
• 2 ~ GAUGE IMBALANCE / Too Much - Too Little ~THUNDERBOLT~ 
• 3 ~ COMMIT / Accept - then Take Next Step ~AWARENESS~ 
• 4 ~ HONOR YOUR NATURE / Masculine & Feminine ~TURNING IN~ 
• 5 ~ NAVIGATING MULTI-DIMENSIONS/Easier Transitions~CELEBRATION~ 
• 6 ~ PRACTICE & PERFECT A RHYTHM / Stabilization~GOING w. the FLOW~ 
• 7 ~ BE NATURAL / Anchor & Own It ~INTEGRATION~ 
• 8 ~ OUTCOME / Overview - Closing the Year Strong ~PLAYFULNESS~ 
• 9 ~ ABOVE / Outer/External/Worldly/Others/Public ~POSSIBILITIES~ 
• 8 ~ BELOW / Inner/Internal/Personal/Self/Private ~COURAGE~ 

 



       
 

1 ~ INTEGRATION ... *Choose Goal or Focus*  
~ What do I need to consider, as I pause for this MidPoint & assess my year thus far?  
        

     

 
     

      

~ FIRE ~ 3 ~ EXPERIENCING ~ 
       

An "experience" is something that can be filed away in a notebook, or captured on 
film and pasted into an album. 'Experiencing' is the feeling of wonder itself, the thrill 
of communion, the gentle touch of our connectedness with all that surrounds us. The 
woman in this card is not just touching this tree, she is in communion with it, she has 
almost become one with it. It is an old tree, and has seen many hard times. Her touch 
is gentle, reverent, and the white on the inside of her cape reflects the purity of her 
heart. She is humble, simple - and that is the right way to approach nature. Nature 
doesn't bang any drums when it bursts forth into flower, nor play any dirges when 
the trees let go of their leaves in the fall. But when we approach her in the right 
spirit, she has many secrets to share. If you haven't heard nature whispering to you 
lately, now is a good time to give her the opportunity. 

       
 

2 ~ GAUGE IMBALANCE ... *Too Much - Too Little*  
~ What is the most glaring or obvious excess or insufficiency, at this time?  
        

      

~ XVI ~ THUNDERBOLT ~ 
       

The card shows a tower being burned, destroyed, blown apart. A man and a woman 
are leaping from it not because they want to, but because they have no choice. In the 
background is a transparent, meditating figure representing the witnessing 
consciousness. You might be feeling pretty shaky right now, as if the earth is 
rocking beneath your feet. Your sense of security is being challenged, and the 
natural tendency is to try to hold on to whatever you can. But this inner earthquake 
is both necessary and tremendously important - if you allow it, you will emerge from 
the wreckage stronger and more available for new experiences. After the fire, the 
earth is replenished; after the storm the air is clear. Try to watch the destruction with 
detachment, almost as if it were happening to somebody else. Say yes to the process 
by meeting it halfway. 

    

 
          

 
3 ~ COMMIT ... *Accept - then Take the Next Step*  
~ Now that I'm clear on any imbalances or distractions, what supports me as I re-commit? 
        

 

      

~ VII ~ AWARENESS ~ 
       

The veil of illusion, or maya, that has been keeping you from perceiving reality as it 
is, is starting to burn away. The fire is not the heated fire of passion, but the cool 
flame of awareness. As it burns the veil, the face of a very delicate and childlike 
buddha becomes visible. The awareness that is growing in you now is not the result 
of any conscious "doing", nor do you need to struggle to make something happen. 
Any sense you might have had that you've been groping in the dark is dissolving 
now, or will be dissolving soon. Let yourself settle, and remember that deep inside 
you are just a witness, eternally silent, aware and unchanged. A channel is now 
opening from the circumference of activity to that center of witnessing. It will help 
you to become detached, and a new awareness will lift the veil from your eyes. 
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4 ~ HONOR YOUR NATURE ... *Masculine & Feminine*  
~ How can I honor my true nature, while fortifying my less dominant nature?  
        

      

~ WATER ~ 4 ~ TURNING IN ~ 
       

The woman in this image has a faint smile on her face. In fact she is just watching 
the antics of the mind ~ not judging, not trying to stop them, not identified, just 
watching as if they were traffic on the road, or ripples on the surface of a pond. And 
the antics of the mind are slightly amusing, as it jumps up and down and twists this 
way and that, trying to get your attention and seduce you into the game. To develop 
the knack of taking a distance from the mind is one of the greatest blessings. It is 
what meditation is all about really ~ not chanting a mantra, or repeating an 
affirmation, but just watching, as if the mind belongs to somebody else. You are 
ready to take this distance now, and to watch the show without getting caught up in 
the drama. Indulge yourself in the simple freedom of Turning In whenever you can, 
and the knack of meditation will grow and deepen in you. 

    

 
         

 
5 ~ NAVIGATING MULTI-DIMENSIONS ... *Easier Transitions*  
~ What do I need to have, know or understand that will facilitate easier transitions?  
        

 

       

~ WATER ~ 3 ~ CELEBRATION ~ 
       

These three women dancing in the wind and the rain remind us that celebration 
never need depend on outside circumstances. We need not wait for a special holiday 
or a formal occasion, nor a sunny and cloudless day. True celebration arises from a 
joy that is first experienced deep within, and spills over into an overflow of song and 
dance and laughter, and yes, even tears of gratitude. When you choose this card, it 
indicates that you are becoming more and more available and open to the many 
opportunities that are to celebrate in life, and to spread this by contagion to others. 
Don't bother about scheduling a party on your calendar. Let your hair down, take 
your shoes off, and start splashing in the puddles right now. The party is happening 
all around you every moment! 

        
 

6 ~ PRACTICE & PERFECT A RHYTHM ... *Stabilization*  
~ What is strong within me, that I simply need to re-activate & solidify at this time?  
               

~ WATER ~ Ace ~ GOING WITH the FLOW ~ 
       

The figure in this card is completely relaxed and at ease in the water, letting it take 
him where it will. He has mastered the art of being passive and receptive without 
being dull or sleepy. He is just available to the currents of life, with never a thought 
of saying "I don't like that," or "I prefer to go the other way." Every moment in life 
we have a choice whether to enter life's waters and float, or to try to swim upstream. 
When this card appears in a reading it is an indication that you are able to float now, 
trusting that life will support you in your relaxation and take you exactly where it 
wants you to go. Allow this feeling of trust and relaxation to grow more and more; 
everything is happening exactly as it should. 
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7 ~ BE NATURAL ... *Anchor & Own It*  
~ What have I completely mastered, totally supports me now & for next 3-6 months?  
       

    

 

       

~ XIV ~ INTEGRATION ~ 
       

The image of integration is the unio mystica, the fusion of opposites. This is a time 
of communication between the previously experienced dualities of life. Rather than 
night opposing day, dark suppressing light, they work together to create a unified 
whole, turning endlessly one into the other, each containing in its deepest core the 
seed of the opposite. The eagle and the swan are both beings of flight and majesty. 
The eagle is the embodiment of power and aloneness. The swan is the embodiment 
of space and purity, gently floating and diving, upon and within the element of the 
emotions, entirely content and complete within her perfection and beauty. We are 
the union of eagle and swan: male and female, fire and water, life and death. The  
card of integration is the symbol of self-creation, new life, and mystical union; 
otherwise known as alchemy. 

        
 

8 ~ OUTCOME ... *Overview - Closing the Year Strong*  
~ What will ultimately support me within and protect me without?  
              

~ FIRE ~ Page ~ PLAYFULNESS ~ 
       

Life is rarely as serious as we believe it to be, and when we recognize this fact, it 
responds by giving us more and more opportunities to play. The woman in this card 
is celebrating the joy of being alive, like a butterfly that has emerged from its 
chrysalis into the promise of the light. She reminds us of the time when we were 
children, discovering seashells on the beach or building castles in the sand without 
any concern that the waves might come and wash them away in the next moment. 
She knows that life is a game, and she's playing the part of a clown right now with 
no sense of embarrassment or pretense. When the Page of Fire enters your life, it is a 
sign that you are ready for the fresh and the new. Something wonderful is just on the 
horizon, and you have just the right quality of playful innocence and clarity to 
welcome it with open arms. 

    

 
    

 
9 ~ ABOVE ... *Outer/External/Worldly/Others/Public*  
~ What will support me as I navigate in the world, with other people, in general?  
       

 

      

~ FIRE ~ 2 ~ POSSIBILITIES ~ 
       

The eagle has an overview of all the possibilities contained in the landscape below, 
as he flies freely, naturally and effortlessly through the sky. He is really in his 
domain, very grand and self-contained. This card indicates that you are at a point 
where a world of possibilities is open to you. Because you have grown more loving 
towards yourself, more self-contained, you can work easily with others. Because you 
are relaxed and at ease, you can recognize possibilities as they present themselves, 
sometimes even before others can see them. Because you are in tune with your own 
nature, you understand that existence is providing you with exactly what you need. 
Enjoy the flight! And celebrate all the varied wonders of the landscape spread before 
you. 
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10 ~ BELOW ... *Inner/Internal/Personal/Self/Private*  
~ What will support me as I navigate in private, or behind the scenes, in general?        
           

~ VIII ~ COURAGE ~ 
       

This card shows a small wildflower that has met the challenge of the rocks and 
stones in its path to emerge into the light of day. Surrounded by an aura of bright 
golden light, it exposes the majesty of its tiny self. Unashamed, it is equal to the 
brightest sun. When we are faced with a very difficult situation we have a choice: we 
can either be resentful, and try to find somebody or something to blame for the 
hardships, or we can face the challenge and grow. The flower shows us the way, as 
its passion for life leads it out of the darkness and into the light. There is no point 
fighting against the challenges of life, or trying to avoid or deny them. They are 
there, and if the seed is to become the flower we must go through them. Be 
courageous enough to grow into the flower you are meant to be.  

            
The Chakra Meditation ~ We take a deep breath IN ... and a deep breath OUT ... SPIRALING 
through the *7* primary Chakras. Use the oxygen you take *IN* to carry *NEW* balance, peace 
& harmony in to every cell of your DNA and use the carbon dioxide to carry imbalance, 
selfishness & superficiality *OUT* of every cell of your DNA.  
      

Manifesting Current ~BREATHE IN~ BRING IN from pure thought in to tangible form  

1st Chakra~Earth ~Beginning/Roots/Survival~ TRUE ESSENCE OF LIFE 
2nd Chakra~Water ~Emotions/Sexuality/Creativity~ BEAUTY & PLEASURE 
3rd Chakra~Fire ~Personal Power/Will/Self-Esteem~ BALANCE & INTEGRATION 
4th Chakra~ Air ~Love/Unity/Breath~ UNITY & KINSHIP 
5th Chakra~ Sound ~Your Voice/Communication~ VIBRATORY RESONANCE w. OTHERS 
6th Chakra~Light ~Clairvoyance/Intuition/Imagination~ CREATIVE VISUALIZATION 
7th Chakra~ Thought ~Wisdom/Understanding/Consciousness~ LIGHT -FILLED MAGNETISM  
       

Liberating Current ~BREATHE OUT~ RELEASE from 3-D back to pure consciousness 

1st Chakra~ Earth ~Beginning/Roots/Survival~ SCATTERED / IMPERMANANCE 
2nd Chakra~ Water ~Emotions/Sexuality/Creativity/Change~ EXTREMES: EXCESS/FAMINE  
3rd Chakra~ Fire ~Personal Power/Will/Self-Esteem~ IMBALANCE & STAGNATION 
4th Chakra~ Air ~Love/Unity/Breath~ FALSE ESTRANGEMENT  
5th Chakra~ Sound ~Your Voice/Communication~ SELFISHNESS/ONE-DIMENSIONAL THINKING 
6th Chakra~Light~Clairvoyance/Intuition/Imagination~ DISSONANCE OR DISTORTION 
7th Chakra~ Thought ~Wisdom/Understanding/Consciousness~ BLOCKAGES/DISCONNECT 
     

 
~ Recommended Reading ~ 

          

    
Fall Equinox 2015 ~ by Laurie Baum 
http://www.LaurieBaum.com/quarterly.php 
    
  

Annual Forecast for 2015 ~ by Laurie Baum 
http://www.LaurieBaum.com/predictions.php 

October Forecast 2015 ~  
Theme: BALANCE ~ by Lena Stevens  
http://www.ThePowerPath.com/monthly-forecast/october-
2015-monthly-forecast/ 
 
2015: Year of the Gathering ~ by Lorna Bevan 
http://www.DayKeeperJournal.com/2015/01/the-year-of-the-
gathering/ 
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